Self-Working Handkerchief Magic: 61 Foolproof Tricks (Dover Magic Books)
Synopsis

"A great deal. The book is smartly organized. A great resource for any magician." — My Lovely Assistant. Sixty-one great tricks: pass objects through a handkerchief, dissolve handkerchief knots, make handkerchiefs appear and disappear, transform a handkerchief into an animated mouse, restore a handkerchief cut in half. Learn all the secrets of folds and knots essential to this type of magic. 509 illustrations.
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Customer Reviews

arrived good job cud’s it is silly i have to spend time and write 14 words instead of keeping it simple and saying great job it came-I am happy

An easy-to-follow, classic guide.

If you see a book written by Karl Fulves on magic that has the words Self-Working in the title then buy it. There is a wealth of knowledge in each of these books. -Diamond Jim Tyler
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